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a throbbing destination with

pulse of potential

World over well known brands and service organisations are striving hard to reach the consumers right 

across their doorsteps because their time and convenience are the most important factors in making 

up their mind for any purchases. Facilitating this reach, M2K is coming up in north west Delhi’s most 

premium, thriving and commercial hub of Pitampura and envisages to provide exclusive

 dinning, shopping, leisure and entertainment facilities in a fully air-conditioned integrated complex. 

Strategically located in the midst of residential and commercial complexes  /clusters, with 

catchment population of more than one million people with huge disposable incomes, 

thereby ensuring high volume turnover of lifestyle products and services. Spread over an area of 

70,000 sq. Ft., With a three screen multiplex and an assured foot-fall from day one, 

M2K MULTIPLEX PITAMPURA will be the most preferred purchase point of this customer base, 

offering the advantage of a low investment-high return business proposition.

lay the foundation of business

that exceeds your growth expectations !



captive architecture

with classique ambience

The architecture of M2K MULTIPLEX, PITAMPURA presents a reate fusion of contemporary 

international style and functional elegance. It is a rare amalgamation of evolutionary design 

features which supplement its inherent character of an upmarket lifestyle destination.

The effort goes beyond style and finish of the facade as well as exteriors and ensures

comprehensive management of plaza’s interiors and functional area. Scientifically planned

circulation of foot-falls to ensure maximum customer-retail interface.
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First mover advantage

Atrium with multi-level visibility

High speed glass lifts and Escalators

Ample parking space

Integrated Building Management System (IBMS)

Centrally air-conditioned

Video walls

CCTV & security systems

100% power backup

Public Address System & Piped Music

Advanced fire fighting & fire detection system

synergy at all floors



celebrate
the cherished family outing

From complete hunger quenching zpnes to just-light munching corners, 

everything is available to tickle the tastebud while one surfs around the 

experience ocean. From food courts, multi-cuisine restaurants to speciality 

restaurants, coffee shops, exclusive ice-cream parlours, retro-bars the paradise 

offers a plethora of tongue-enticers.

At M2K the evaporating aromas would

satiate even the most stubborn appetites

of food lovers. 

Food Courts

Coffee Shops

Snack Counters

Pubs

ice Cream Parlours

Speciality Restaurants

Multi Cuisine Restaurants
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Apparels

Perfumes & Cosmetics

Menswear

Ethnic and Western Wear

Sports stores

Chemists and Pharmacy

Lifestyle and personal care

Kids wear and toys

Furnishing Fabrics

Home Appliances
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breathtaking symphony of

style and splendour

M2K MULTIPLEX, PITAMPURA, a fascinating destination, will present a complete family shopping

experience under one roof, from upmarket grocery items to swanky lifestyle goods in-synergy

with latest international trends. This upmarket expanse of global ambience will have glitzy

boutiques, branded retail outlets, exclusive electronic stores, supermarkets, toys and

gifts shops, gem and jewellery showroom etc., All of them adding glitter to the resonance of the 

atrium. ATMs will be handy to take care of immediate needs.

style statement that is essentially unique



entertainment unlimited...

splash of fun

That’s how one would sum up the visit to this entertainment hub. The three different screen 

theaters with varied seating capacities transcend one into the magical world of cinema and further 

elevating the experience by playing different movies for the discerning viewer. One can also choose 

from an array of other entertainment activities by indulging in arcade games, pool and virtual reality 

games, simulator shows and video game parlours.

The shear depth of acoustics and state-of-the-art audio and video delivery systems transforms any 

bollywood or hollywood block buster from a reel life to near real life drama. With lip smacking 

snack counters around, movie watching becomes an exquisite experience. 

The signages and graphics with a vignette of colours offers a visual treat that makes it an out of the 

world experience.

with exclusive signature of entertainment

3 screens multiplex

Dolby digital surround sound

Wall to wall screens

Stadium seating

o35   viewing experience

More leg room

Swanky candy bar

Mega movies

Home delivery of tickets





Located in the heart of North West Delhi

Excellent connectivity through Metro

Amidst an ultra-rich neighbourhood &

highly populated residential colonies

Minutes away from Delhi University

(North Campus)
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Note: This brochure is purely conceptual and not a legal offering. Further the Company/Architects reserve the right to add/delete any details, amenities, facilities,  specifications, elevations 

m e n t i o n e d  o r  s h o w n  h e r e .

 All building plans, drawings, amenities, facilities, elevations, specifications, materials, layout plans, unit areas, etc. are tentative and subject to variations and modifications by the Company or the 

competent authorities and would be changed if necessary. The discretion remains with M2K LEISURE PVT. LTD. (Company)

All renderings and maps are artist's conception and not actual depiction of the buildings, walls, driveways or landscaping and M2K LEISURE PVT. LTD. reserves the rights to make changes at any time, 

without notice or obligation, to the information contained in this brochure, including and without limitation to areas, amenities and specification. M2K LEISURE PVT. LTD. does not warrant or assume 

(1 acre = 4046.873 sq.mtr, 1 sq. mtr. = 10.764 sq.ft = 1.196 sq.yards, 1 mtr. = 3.28 ft.)
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M2K LEISURE PVT. LTD.

CORPORATE OFFICE

E-13/29, Harsha Bhawan, Connaught Circus 

New Delhi-110 001, India.

Tel: +91 11 2341 7771 - 73 

Fax: +91 11 2341 5554 

Email: info@m2kindia.com 

www.m2kindia.com

Plot No.4, Community Centre

Road No. 44, Pitampura, Delhi - 110 034

SITE ADDRESS


